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Perhaps Hope
Underbelly Circus Hub, The Meadows, Edinburgh, EH9 9EX
Thursday 4th – Monday 22nd August 2016 (not 15th), 17:30
What happens in the moments after the eco-apocalypse? How can we possibly find hope in the
face of so much global devastation? Welcome to a brave new world of hope.
Rockie Stone (Circa, Circus Oz) and Vincent van Berkel (Knee Deep, Circus Oz) explore the stark
reality of climate change in this breathtakingly honest eco-apocalyptic circus show. Examine the
humanity behind the masses, and the thinly veiled beauty hiding beneath the ugliness. This
humorous, delicate and tension-filled work will leave you with a renewed optimism, and
perhaps hope…
In its European premiere, Perhaps Hope weaves a mesmerising reflection on the state of the
world. Drawing inspiration from chaos theory, biomimicry and current social commentary, it is
particularly timely with climate change a pressing issue in global politics.
Perhaps Hope has already wowed audiences in Adelaide, Melbourne and Perth, winning the
‘Original New Circus’ Award in its premiere season at the 2015 Melbourne Fringe Festival. The
show has also been nominated for two 2015 Greenroom Awards (Innovation in Contemporary
Circus; Performance in Contemporary and Experimental Performance) and played to sold-out
audiences at the 2016 Fringe World Festival in Perth.
Rockie Stone comments, Global warming is still an issue, the waters are still rising, and people
are still being displaced. We live in a time of unrest and turmoil, in a crazy and harsh reality that
sometimes utterly overwhelms us. This show is an honest and current expression of what we are
grappling with as artists and as humans on the planet at this time. It is a work that feels urgent.
We bloody well need to do something, and we need to do it now.
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Notes to Editors
Title

Perhaps Hope

Performance Dates

Thursday 4th – Monday 22nd August (not 15th), 17:30

Running time

60 minutes

Location

Underbelly Circus Hub, The Meadows, Edinburgh, EH9 9EX

Box Office

Tickets are available from www.underbellyedinburgh.co.uk
Previews: £10
Normal: £14 (£13)
Weekend: £15 (£14)

Twitter

#PerhapsHope, #companyhereandnow, @FollowTheCow

Trailer

https://vimeo.com/165174572

Cast

Rockie Stone
Vincent van Berkel

About Company Here And Now
Company Here And Now was founded in June 2015 by Rockie Stone and Vincent Van Berkel. A
collaboration of identities, experiences and lives, this duo brings to the stage a wealth of
experience from some of Australia's foremost contemporary circus companies. Their beautiful
work speaks to audience and artists of all kinds with its ambition, detail, uniqueness, breadth of
subject matter and style. Their first work together, Perhaps There Is Hope Yet, premiered at
Melbourne Fringe Festival in 2015 and swiftly won the Original New Circus award.

All enquiries, high res images and further information:
Chloé Nelkin, Chloé Nelkin Consulting
E: chloe@chloenelkinconsulting.com, M: 07764 273 219
W: www.chloenelkinconsulting.com
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